Diva2
Feelux
This high power, low profile linear LED luminaire is designed to provide a high
output LED alternative to fluorescent
under-cabinet, wallwash and displays
for retail, residential or architectural
applications. Diva2 HO is an extension
of the popular Diva2 Series and is available in nominal 6" and 1" to 4" standard
lengths with fine kelvin temperatures
ranging from 2700 to 6500K.
This eco-friendly luminaire features
73lm/W and a lamp life of over 40,000
hours.
www.feeluxlighting.com

OLWCM Ceiling Light
Lithonia Lighting
The OLWCM is a good solution for
outdoor lighting applications such as
parking areas, garages, loading docks
and covered walkways as well as
interior applications such as factories
and warehouses. The luminaries are
designed with a light, type 5 light distri-
bution, ideal for lighting smaller areas
at higher foot candle levels. As well as
a wide light distribution, the product
utilizes high performance LEDs, which
maintain 70 percent of light service at
an expected 50,000 hours of service.
www.lithonia.com

Logos
WAC Lighting
This distinctive 120-volt LED track
luminaire is constructed of die-cast alu-
mium and offered in 23 and 40 watt
models. Featuring outstanding colour
rendering with a CRI of up to 85, a
 fixture efficacy up to 79 lumens per
watt and a lifetime of up to 50,000 hours.
This track luminaire is offered in a variety of lighting dis-
tributions, colour temperatures and
driver finishes. Offering beam angles
and four colour temperatures are also
available.
www.waclighting.com

50W SOLOdrive
Eldoled
This driver can smoothly dim down to
zero just like incandescent fixtures and
can be programmed to suit any applica-
tion’s needs, including dimming curve
type and exact LED current settings.
Sensors can be easily added to the driv-
er’s LED code interface to add further
t value to the application. A slimline
version is also available with TS-like
dimensions and the 50W SOLOdrives
support either DALI or 0-10V.
www.eldolced.com/solodriveac